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FOREWORD
Today a mixed cultural and natural landscape characterizes the south San Francisco
Bay Area. This is the legacy of over two hundred years of contact between
indigenous and foreign peoples, plants, and animals. As each of the different peoples
who inhabited this space interacted with the environment, they altered the landscape,
reshaping it according to the values of their culture. The choices made by the earliest
inhabitants led over time to subtle changes, while more recent settlers have caused
more dramatic change. In either case , however, we must realize that the Santa Clara
Valley has been undergoing human induced change for thousands of years. The

Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural History of Santa Clara
is intended to contribute to the unraveling of this long-term process.
Santa Clara University faces its sesquicentennial and the millennium with an eye
toward educating a new generation sensitive to issues surrounding the transformation
of our social and natural world . This education is predicated on the critical
assessment of other points of view and Iifeways. Undoubtedl y, an appreciation of the
creation of our complex environment and our multicultural world will enable us to
better care for our globe.
The Series was born through the interaction of faculty and students in
Anthropology/Sociology, Biology and History who sought to understand how and why
humans have altered the landscape in the South Bay Area. It was believed that this
crossing of disciplinary lines would benefit students and , in turn, the campus and
larger community through the dissemination of their work. With this in mind, the
title of the Series was left specifically general to encourage a broader consideration of
our cultural and natural landscape.
We in the Department of Anthropology and Sociology are especially proud to begin
the Series with the revised theses of four of our graduating seniors. Their hard work
makes a contribution that will continue to benefit Santa Clara University through
docent and public education for years to come. Special recognition must go to Dr.
Russell Skowronek, the advisor for these four theses, both for his work with these
. students, the creation of this Series, and his tireless efforts to uncover the rich history
of Santa Clara.
In conclusion , we would like to acknowledge and thank for their support of this series
the following individuals: Academic Vice President Steve Privett; Associate Academic
Vice President Don Dodson; Assistant to the President, George Giacomini; Peter
Facione, Dean, College of Arts & Letters; Julia O'Keefe, University Archivist;
Rebecca Schapp, Director, de Saisset Gallery & Museum; Bob Senkewicz, Chair,
Department of History; Janice Edgerly-Rooks, Biology; John McCormick, Physical
Plant; and Lorie Garcia, Planning Commissioner for the City of Santa Clara.
George Westermark, Chair
Associate Professor, Anthropology

PREFACE
When I joined the Department of Anthropology and Sociology at Santa Clara University in
1991, I was charged with the responsibility of improving the interpretation of SCU's mission
and pre-contact era past through museum enhancement and the development of a walking
tour of the historic components of the campus. With these, and other related personal
research goals in mind, I began my background research and came to be involved with the
Santa Clara County task force for the Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail. As
historical coordinator for this task force I sought to identify tangible evidence of Santa Clara
County's cultural and natural past.
In 1993 I met with Janice Edgerly-Rooks (Biology) to obtain information on plant and animal
habitats in pre-contact Santa Clara County. At that time I learned of her proposal for oncampus environmental study areas and of Kerry Wilson's (Santa Clara Community Action
Program) plan for a community fruit and vegetable garden. Together we joined forces and
developed a proposal entitled, "Transformation of the Santa Clara University Landscape."
In this document we discussed how SCU's cultural and natural landscapes could be integrated
with a community garden , thus creating an opportunity for learning beyond the classroom
setting. With the support of the University the first phase of this outdoor classroom came in
the development of a "natural area" as a part of the 1994 Alameda Redevelopment Project.
At Santa Clara University there is a tradition of faculty working closely with students. The
Department of Anthropology and Sociology requires a Senior Thesis for each of its
graduates. During the 1993-94 academic year four seniors, Joanna Blume, Virginia Czosek,
Erin Reilly, and Grant Schick, elected to work with me on projects related to the cultural and
natural history of the Santa Clara area. These theses, focusing on local cultural ecology,
served as the catalyst for the Research Manuscript Series on the Cultural and Natural
History of Santa Clara. For twenty weeks during the Winter and Spring quarters of 1994,
the students worked as a team on their respective areas of research. At weekly meetings
their discoveries, and problems, were shared and discussed. Each of the theses was read and
commented upon by at least two Anthropology faculty members and by each of the students.
The goal of this process was clarity and consistency beyond that of the normal student
project. Although for the Series I have made some editorial changes and additions, the
former students should be very proud of their accomplishment.
In closing, I would like to extend recognition to a number of individuals not already
mentioned in the Foreword for their direct and indirect influence on these papers. They
include: Sandy Chiaramonte, Administrative Assistant, Department of Anthropology and
Sociology, SCU; Mark Hylkema, Cal trans archaeologist; Ohlone and Esselen descendants
Rosemary Cambra, Loretta Escobar-Wyer and Andrew Galvan; the San Jose Historical
Museum Advisory Board for the Peralta Adobe; and Joe Adamo, Steve Haze, Doni Hubbard,
Meredith Kaplan, Joan Throgmorton, and Phil Valdez members of the Task Force for the
Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail.
Russell K. Skowronek, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Anthropology
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction
A significant part of the ecological makeup of Central California is composed
of grasslands. The vegetation that grew within this environment provided important
food and material resources for the Native Americans of the area, particularly the
Ohlone and the Yokuts. Grasslands, although a secondary resource, were an
extremely important food source both directly and indirectly. The Native Americans
possessed an intimate knowledge of nature, living in harmony with the earth and
learning a great deal regarding the behavior of animals, and the properties,
characteristics, and uses of plants. Applying this knowledge, they modified these
resources to enhance their productivity.·
The Native Americans were not the only ones who saw the richness of the
grasslands, however. The Spanish initiated great changes in California during the
Mission Period which would continue with the groups of people that followed them
during the Rancho Period and the Gold Rush. They introduced new plants,
domesticated animals and technology into California, instigating the drastic alteration
of its landscape and the Native American way of life. T.oday, the majority of grasses
in California are composed of Old World strains introduced after the arrival of the
Europeans. The Rancho Period, economically based on cattle, also invited great
changes and devastation to the already deteriorating .Native American population and
the grasslands. Following this period came the Gold Rush, which .beganan era of
intensive American agriculture (see Czosek 1994 this series) causing even more
profound hardships for Native Americans and changes in the grasslands.
Each group that came to California had a different view of the environment.
Each had their own culture, their own ways of adapting to and manipulating their
surroundings. 1 Thus, the Native American uses of the grasslands, as well as the
changes initiated by the Spanish and carried through by each successive group, will be
the focus of this paper. It is hoped that in view of the rapid trans ition from the
Native American interest in long-term sustainability to our disregard of nature's
limitations that we may learn to take measures to help secure our natural world for
future generations.

1

Editor's Note--For information on the campus landscaping

project to which this study is linked, see Preface.
, 1

Methodology
This research is based on the use of many library resources. Journals and
other written works of people representing their times, such as Fray Juan Crespi and
La Perouse from the Spanish mission period were consulted. These contributed not
only first hand accounts of the contact-era grasslands but their significance to the
Spanish. Anthropological, ethnographic and archaeological, as well as historical,
botanical and environmental materials were used to get an overall picture of the uses
and changes brought about by each group. Although I have concentrated primarily on
the Ohlone because the San Joaquin valley was predominantly grasslands and because
analogies could therefore be drawn concerning the use of the grassland environment, I
also studied works on the Yokuts who lived in the area. The Ohlone are also known
as the Costanoans. I have chosen to use the former term, Ohlone, as it is the term
predominantly used in' the literature today.
The indigenous grasslands are extremely difficult to reconstruct as little
attention has been paid to the types of vegetation that grew within this environment.
Vague written accounts mainly emphasize the great fertility of the land, the abundance
of land for pasture, as well as for animal life, such as the large herds of deer and
antelope that 'grazed the land. Perhaps this can be attributed to the lack of knowledge
of these species of plants, though another factor is the emphasis on the acorn among
food resources; grass seeds have been given relatively little attention. Material
culture evidence does reveal the use of grasses and grass seeds such as with baskets
for storage and preparation of seeds, and mortar and pestles or milling stones that
were used to grind them. Nevertheless, the literature on basketry among the Ohlone
is rather limited, so parallels have been drawn from other nearby tribes such as the
Porno. While the -analysis of adobe bricks has uncovered the origins of certain crops
and grasses, the original native grasses are still difficult to determine as lTIOSt have
been takenover or replaced. As Anderson indicates: "... it takes a well-informed
botanist going over vegetation item by item to show how small a percentage of the
range is made of indigenous California plants" (1956: 763).
'
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CHAPTER 2

ENVIRONMENT

Introduction
In order to have a better understanding of the uses .and changes that have
occurred within the grasslands from the first European contact to Anglo-American
settlement, it is important to know some basic concepts about how this type of
environment works.
California is characterized by a rich mosaic environment and a mild
Mediterranean climate. Its land is carpeted with a great variety of vegetational
growth representing different communities: chaparral, coastal scrub, coniferous and
evergreen forests, salt marshes, beach strand, and grasslands (Figure 1; see also
Bakker: 1984:54). The type of soil, rainfall levels and climate are strong determinants
of the types of vegetation that grow within each specific community; these
communities, however, often overlap one another. They each support a great variety
and number of animal species as well as humans. Central California, like the rest of
California, encompasses many of these different environments, each represented in
varying degrees.

Grasslands
Grasslands are typically foundin very exposed areas, although they are also
the ground cover often seen beneath trees, in forest clearings, and in between the
shrubs of the chaparral (Bakker 1984: 62). They are found in areas with deep soil
where more moisture can be .stored and more nutrients are available for their root
systems (Barbour et al 1993: 14). California's weather pattern is characterized by
summer droughts and winter rains. The grasslands of California receive all their
precipitation in winter, in the form of rain and fog (Munz and Keck 1968; Bakker
1971: 68). Coastal prairies, found on the western slopes of the outer and middle
Coast Ranges, have an average rainfall of about twenty-five to forty inches. The
growing season runs from six to nine months (Munz 1968: 16). The Valley
grasslands occur in the Great Central Valley and low hot valleys of the inner Coast
Ranges. The average rainfall is between six to twenty inches; the growing season,
from seven to eleven months (Munz and Keck 1968:17). Average rainfall in the
rainshadow of the Coast Ranges is around six inches to more than fourteen inches on
3

Figure 1.
Vegetational zones of

centra~

and northern

Grasslands
Woodland-Grass
Chaparral
Coniferous forest
(after Blackburn and Andersen 1993)
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the low Sierra foothills (Preston 1981:8). Grassland communities flourish wherever
the annual rainfall averages eight inches or more (Preston 1981:23).
"Grasses are shallow rooted and make use of water from the surface soil.
During droughts, perennial grasses die back as underground runners and root masses,
and annuals live through the time of tension as seed" (Bakker 1984:66-67).
These
grasses are able to survive quite well in the soils of the valley floor which contain
fine-grained clay and silt being able to use the water that tends to accumulate near the
surface (Bakker 1984:72). Some of the plants found within California are fescue,
needlegrass, reedgrass, melic grass, deer grass, velvetgrass, hairgrass, wild oats, blue
wild rye and oatgrass (Bakker 1984: 152). Grasses awaken during the fall and spring
along with a great display of flowers; a few of these are rosy owl's cover, pale
yellow cream cup, popcorn flower, lavender thistle sage and sunlit poppy. Some of
the native bulbs that follow their growth are the douglas iris, blue-eyed grass and
mariposa lilies (Bakker 1984: 152). Some of the native perennial grasses are purple
needlegrass, 'nodding needlegrass, bluegrass, blue wild rye, deergrass, California
melic, Junegrass, foothill needlegrass, and bromegrass. The introduced annuals are
peppergrass, plantains, tarweeds, three awns, lovegrass and fescue (Preston 1981: 23;
Bakker 1984: 115). A few others are soft chess and wild .oats, and foxtail fescue
which have taken over since the introduction of livestock. These annuals mature
quickly, avoiding the heat of summer (Bakker 1984:56, 115). The grasslands were
originally dominated by bunch grasses, mostly perennials, but have become, with
time, overgrown by weedier types and annuals.

Burning
Burning, natural or induced, played an important role in the perpetuation of
the grasslands. With fire, the Native Americans were able to clear and increase the
productivity of the land and attract much wildlife into these areas (Lewis 1973).
Fires also inhibit the growth of other types of vegetation (Bakker 1984: 117).
Perennial and annual species both have certain adaptations that allow them to survive
without being greatly affected by fires. The root masses of perennials remain safe
underground and resurface as soon as the rains come again. The annuals having
dropped their seeds in the ground before burning are also ensured survival and begin
life anew (Bakker 1984:74). Fire produced ash that further enriched the soil. It
performed a vital role in the maintenance of the grasslands. The suppression of fires,
beginning with the Europeans, had a tremendous effect on the existence of the
grasslands.

5

Animal Life
Many species of rodents, such as meadow mice, harvest and deer mice,
insects, rabbits, squirrels, mule deer, pronghorn antelope, and tule elk lived and fed
on the vegetation of the grasslands. These herbivorous animals in turn supplied a
number of predators or carnivores such as snakes, hawks and other birds, coyotes and
foxes with food. The tule elk, the smallest type of its genus in the New World, and
the pronghorn antelope, exclusively Californian, both took advantage of the Valley
prairie. The conversion to agriculture and the disappearance of the Valley grasslands
greatly reduced the range of the tule elk (Bakker 1984: 57, 153, 154). Each
organism had its special place within the food chain that kept the balance of nature.
The new concept of private property brought fences, limiting the grazing areas of the
indigenous wildlife. .With the introduction and increase of livestock, these animals
found themselves in competition for food and the grasses suffered the weight of these
animals' hooves.

Grazing
Heavy grazing makes the soil Inore compact and harder to penetrate.
Perennial grasses, which composed most of the original vegetative cover of the
grasslands are slow growers and are not adapted to heavy grazing. They grow in
clumps, leaving spaces of bare soil in between them. Once they are trampled upon
and cropped short, their demands for water and other nutrients are reduced creating
greater spaces of bare soil and allowing other species to benefit from what they do not
consume' (Bakker 1984: 149). These new species had many special adaptations that
allowed their quick and easy dispersal. Some had hooks to which they could attach to
animals while others were able to relnain intact after being consumed then released by
certain animals (Crosby 1986: 289). It was mostly the weedy herbs that were
unpalatable to cattle that spread in the absence of fire; livestock preferred to eat the
more nutritious native perennial grasses (Barbour et ale 1993: 36). Before the arrival
of the Europeans, the .original grasslands' were.only subject to minimal and seasonal
grazing of the aforementioned wildlife. The introduction of livestock had an immense
impact on the grasslands; their large numbers and year-round grazing spelled the
doom of the original grasslands.
The vegetation of each of the different environments were often found
interspersed within each other's boundaries. These resources, combined with the
wildlife living within them, provided a vast variety of food products and materials for
the inhabitants' of Central California. Ecologists refer to this as an ecotone, a
transitional area between two adjacent ecological communities. These areas are
known to have greater diversity in plant and animal life. As such, before the arrival
of the Europeans, the vegetation of the grasslands were an important source of

nourishment to all the animals and people living within this area. These people did
6

not limit themselves to merely one type of environment, but rather, relied upon
several to sustain their diets. Each was essential to their livelihood. The richness of
this area did not require them to travel great distances to acquire different foods. The
abundance of resources allowed the Native Americans inhabiting the Central Coast
Ranges and the Great Central Valley to flourish and live a relatively comfortable
existence.

7

CHAPTER 3

NATIVE AMERICANS

Introduction
The area of Central California, in the Central Coast Ranges and the Great
Central Valley , ranging from San Francisco south to Monterey and east to the San
Joaquin Valley , encompassed the tribes known as the Ohlone and the Yokuts. The
Central Valley of California was largely filled with bunchgrass valley containing a
core of marshlands and surrounded by an inner belt of chaparral-covered hills and an
outer one of pine forest (Kroeber 1963: 53). "The San Joaquin Valley is arid, in its
middle, desert" (Kroeber 1963: 207). The descriptions of these Native Americans
and the area come mainly from accounts of explorers who visited these areas of
California, as well as the Spanish missionaries that came to settle within them. Their
descriptions suggest an extremely rich and fertile land. Acorns were abundant and
served as the main source of food. The oak occurs more or less in all vegetational
areas, though they were most especially abundant in the great and smaller valleys
along streams (Kroeber 1963: 53; see Schick 1994 this series). Villages were often
located according to the availability of food. Subsistence was determined primarily
by what local resources were available within a certain range. Kroeber has pointed
out that these people had to travel an average of about ten to fifteen miles between
seasons in order to secure other resources (Heizer and Elsasser 1980: 65). Each
Native American group had their own cultural practices, beliefs and preferences.
There were, however, similarities in their food gathering and preparation techniques
as well as some similarities in their material culture.

OHLONE
Introduction
The Ohlone are the tribes that lived along the coast from San Francisco, south
to Big Sur and from the Pacific Coast inland to the Diablo Range foothills (Figure 2;
Kroeber 1963: 16). The term Ohlone actually refers to a language family consisting of
eight languages. They numbered approximately 10,000 in 1770 (Levy 1978: 240).

They lived in about fifty separate and politically autonomous tribelets, with each
8

Tolowa

Shasta

Achomawi

Karol~

Yurok
Hupa ------~
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Mattole
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-~~~

du

Yuki--------c

Porno - - - - - - - 4 Wappo
.........~....;
Miwok

-------..J._
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__~~--Western Mono

Yokuts --~-~-
E sse 1 en---~~'l-'

Salinan

-+----......;~--Tabatulabal

-~.....-

Figure 2.
Tribes of central and northern California
(after Blackburn and Andersen 1993)
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tribelet consisting of about fifty to five hundred persons living in several villages.
The chief of each tribelet or village group had the responsibility of planning food
gatherings, trading, giving advice, and reassuring the wellbeing of the whole
community.
The Ohlone were hunters, gatherers , foragers, and fisher people heavily
dependent upon the yields of the different seasons, moving accordingly (Levy 1978:
485). They were mindful however, of their boundaries; these were a territorial
people. Trespassing into someone's territory was just cause for conflict. People
within groups had claims upon certain resources and certain areas, but for the most
part people of the same group shared their resources.

Food Resources
Now coyote gave the people the carrying net. He gave them bow and
arrows to kill rabbits. He said: 'You will have acorn mush for your
food . You will gather acorns and you will have acorn bread to eat.
Go down to the ocean and gather seaweed that you may eat it with your
acorn mush and acorn bread. Gather it when the tide is low, and kill
rabbits, and at low tide pick abalones and mussels to eat. When you
find nothing else , gather buckeyes for food. If acorns are bitter, wash
them out: and gather grass seeds for pinole, carrying them on your J
back in a basket. Look for these things I have told you. I have shown
you how to gather food, and even though it rains a long time, people
will not die of hunger ... (Margolin 1978 136-137).
The Ohlone lived in an area abundant in both plant and animal life; the part of
the myth quoted reflects the main foods in their diet, although insects such as yellowjacket larvae, caterpillars and grasshoppers were also eaten (Levy 1978: 492). The
men hunted and fished while the women collected plant foods. Villages were often
located according to the availability of food. Because the area was so bountiful, they
did not have to travel great distances on any given day for food. They depended on
foods that were locally available.
Grasslands were an important food source for much of the year. In the Bay
area for example, tiny seeds harvested on the grasslands were described by Father
Francisco Palou:
The Indians of this locality live on grass seeds of the fields, the labor
of gathering them in season being relegated to the women, who grind
and make flour for the porridge. Among their seeds they have a black
kind from the flour of which they make a tarnal in the shape of a ball
the size of an orange. Some of this flour has an agreeable flavor, and
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is very nutritive; that produced from a black seed and has the taste of
toasted almonds (cited in Forbes 1919: 188).

The grasslands provided them with large quantities of nutritious seeds. Seeds
were harvested by women. They would beat the bushels with a "seed beater" into a
conical burden basket. The seeds would then require threshing to separate the seeds
from the unwanted chaff. The seeds would then be parched and then ground into a
fine flour using a flat rock milling slab with a hard stone mano (Barbour et al. 1993:
167,168). They also ate bulbs, tubers and other seeds of plants associated with the
grasslands. Such plants were bulbs from the Brodiaea (Brodiaea and Dichelostemma
gmJ, mariposa lily (Calochortus sp.) and common camas (Camassia quamash).
These bulbs were eaten either raw, roasted or boiled and were also dried for storage
(Barbour et ale 1993: 169).

Material Culture
Grasses figured prominently in many Ohlone products. In acquiring their food,
baskets played a significant role. Made by women, they came in a variety of shapes,
sizes, and designs. They were most frequently twined rather than coiled, then often
made of willow, rush and the roots of "cut grass", often ornamented with shell and
feathers. They had a variety of uses. Some were used to catch fish and birds, some
were watertight, able to carry water, some were used for storage, and even for
cooking (Broadbent and Harrington cited in Levy 1978: 493).
As the Indians have no earthen or metallic vessels for this
operation(roasting), they perform it in baskets of bark, over a gentle
charcoal fire. They turn the vessels with such address and rapidity that
they succeed in causing the grain to swell and burst without burning the
basket, though made of a combustible material" (La Perouse 1786 from
Costello 1991: 6).
Basketry was a clear reflection of their lifestyle. Since they were not
sedentary, it was more practical and convenient for them to use basketry as it was
hgnter and would not easily break.
The "beater basket", as its name suggests, was used in the gathering of seeds.
Seeds, as the existence of these basket attests, were an important source of food
(Bocek 1984: 243). Seeds were an important food source as well because they could
easily be stored without spoiling immediately. Many types of grasses were used in
basketry. The most important was a bunchgrass called deer grass (Muhlen bergia
rigens). Other important bunchgrasses were: California brome (Bromus crimatus),
meadow barley (Hordeum brachyantherum), and needle grass (Aristida sp.), and,
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most important to Ohlone, pacific beach grass CElymus mollis) (Barbour et al. 1993:
168).
Different types of mortars were used to grind acorns and other seeds they
collected. Acorns and grass seeds were prepared in a similar manner into a sort of
mush called pinole. La Perouse described this substance as "a kind of soup, made of
barley meal, the grain of which has been roasted previous to its being ground" (La
Perouse 1786 in Costello 1991:5). Pinole and seeds were often given as gifts to the
Europeans. On the Portola expedition, during the month of September, Crespi
recounts: "There are two villages, one small and the other larger, and as soon as we
arrived the people came to visit us and made us gifts of some baskets of pinole and
the seeds that they use" (Bolton 1927: 181). Grass seeds were also made into some
sort of cake or tamale; on October 21:
They welcomed us with demonstrations of pleasure and immediately
gave us some tamales made of seeds, some of acorns and some other
kinds of seeds, as well as a certain kind of honeycomb which some of
our party said was bee honey . They brought it neatly wrapped in
leaves of the reed grass. Their gift was repaid with beads which
pleased them greatly (Bolton 1927: 219).
Cordage and nets were made from fibers of milkweed, Indian hemp and nettle.
Nets were used to catch fish, waterfowl , rabbits and rodents. Tule reed served
multiple purposes ranging from food to fuel, clothing, building of houses and even
boats called "balsas" (Levy 1978: 493). Bows and arrows were also used in hunting.
Shells provided materials to be used as spoons, decorations , and even money (King
1850). These were used in exchange for items for which they had no access to.
Stone required for milling stones and mortar and pestles, possibly even grass seeds,
were among the trade items. Chert was quarried within Ohlone territory (Levy 1978:
493).
As was common throughout Central California, grasses were a significant part
of their houses. They were domed structures thatched with tule or other grasses with
a post coming through the middle where the smoke could escape through a hole.
The Indians say that they love the open air, that it is convenient to set
fire to their houses when fleas become troublesome, and that they can
build another in less than two hours. The independent tribes, who as
hunters , so frequently change their residence, have of course an
additional motive" (La Perouse 1786: 3 in Costello 1991).
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YOKUTS

Introduction
On the Sierra side the banks of the lakes are more elevated, and one of
the finest agricultural districts in California opens before the traveler.
The timber is abundant and heavy, the grass most luxuriant; and to hi,
who has traveled up the Tulares, it seems an earthly paradise
(Anonymous 1851 in Heizer 1976: 58)
The Yokuts tribal name is derived from the Yokut word yococh, meaning
"people" or "person"; they were called Tularenos, or "people of the tule marshes," by
the Spanish (Heizer and Elsasser 1980: 15,16). Numbering some 70,000, these
people lived within the San Joaquin Valley floor from the mouth of the San Joaquin
River south to Tehachapi Pass, the lower Sierran foothills south of Fresno River, and
the lower Kern and Kings river lands in the southern valley (Kroeber 1963: 15). The
different tribes within the Yokuts participated in intertribal festivities (Gayton 1936:
67). Their social organization was similar to the Ohlone, with tribelets consisting of
many villages. Chiefs had the same responsibilities as well, "scheduling activities such
as trading and food gathering and giving advice (Phillips 1993:27).

Food Resources
The Southern Valley Yokuts lake area, while surrounded by relatively barren
plains, was abundantly endowed with seed bearing grasses and game as well as [fresh
water] fish and shellfish as were the rest of the Yokuts territory (Heizer and Elsasser
1980: 67,70,71).
Another early explorer noted they: "live mainly on "fish, tules and small black
seeds of a plant resembling the marigold, which they collect carefully and grind
between stones, calling the product pinoli" (Heizer 1976: 57). On Estudillo's visit to
the Yokuts area he received "as gifts various baskets [coras], flour [pinole], and grain
[arroz] .. "(Gayton 1936: 95). It is apparent that those living within the San Joaquin
Valley, especially those living in the foothills of the Sierras and, southern Coast
Ranges, turned more to hard seeds, acorns and deer as riverine resources were less
available (Chartkoff 1984: 193).
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The lake peoples relied more heavily on waterfowl and fish; the foothill
peoples relied on a variety of foods consisting of fish, wild plants gathered from
chaparral, woodland and grassland environments and they also hunted large and small
game. Some of these animals were the tule elk, the pronghorn antelope, and the mule
deer (Phillips 1993: 21).
Deer and antelope were some of the main sources of protein, as were other
smaller animals such as fish, squirrels, raccoons, and waterfowl. Decoys were often
used to capture or kill some of these animals. Because antelopes were extremely
curious animals, for example the Yokuts would use the antlers and skin from a
previously killed antelope to attract the animals. As soon as they approached, more
members of the group would surround the herd making it easier to kill them with
their bows and arrows (Latta 1949: 141-142). Decoys were also used to·catch
pigeons. Like the Ohlone, the Yokuts also participated in communal drives to catch
rabbits. Communal drives entailed the participation of several members of the village
in driving the rabbits into nets.

Material Culture
The animals they hunted were not only food for the Yokuts, since their skins
were used for clothing, bags, and mats, while their bones were made into tools, such
as awls for basketry, spears, and other utensils such as spoons (Heizer and Elsasser
1980: 154, 155).
The Yokuts essentially had a permanent village to which they returned after
their seasonal rounds. During the acorn and other seed seasons, they inhabited
temporary camps relatively close by, leaving only the old and the sick behind in their
fixed settlements (Latta 1949: 100).
Salt grass provided these people with a flavorful addition to their diet; it was
also used for trade. Latta gives us a description of the process by which the salt is
extracted:
The salt is exuded from the leaves of the salt grass and adheres to them
as small globules smaller than a mustard seed. In the early morning,
this excretion exists as a small drop of liquid. By noon, of a warm day
it has become solid and by mid afternoon is dry and can be removed
from the leaves of the grass by threshing (1949: 115).
Another method by which the salt was extracted was to roast or burn the salt
grass in a pit over wood coals and as the salt melted, it collected at the bottom of the
pit in the form of a cake (Latta 1949).
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Similar building materials and methods of construction were utilized by both
the Ohlone and the Yokuts. The only slight difference was the style of these
dwellings. The Yokuts sometimes had lined up thatched houses side by side, covered
with a sunshade of rushes set on a post framework (Kroeber 1963:44).

Basketry
Central California baskets were either made by the twined or coiled technique.
The Yokuts used the latter technique more frequently. Some of the materials used
were the tall bunchgrass (Epicampus Rigens), the roots of the swamp grass (Cladium
Mariscus), redbud (Cereis .Occidentalis), and the root of the bracken fern (Pteridium
Aquilierum) (Latta 1949: 158). Soaproot juice (Clorogalum Pomeridianum) was .used
to waterproof and make the conical baskets seed tight (Merrill 1923: 11). Like the
Ohlone, the "seed beaters" or "beater baskets" also were used by the Yokuts,
enabling "the women to gather several hundred pounds of seed in a day" (Latta 1949:
158). Baskets may also have served as trade items.

When the Native Americans came to California, they came as users of fire
(Bakker 1984: 73). Both the Yokuts and the Ohlone used fire for several purposes
beyond cooking. They used fire to cut their hair: "The Indians of the rancherias
(independent villages) , having no instruments of iron, perform this operation with
lighted fire-bands" (La Perouse 1786 in Costello 1991: 7). They also used fire in
hunting, using it to drive animals such as squirrels or rabbits out of their holes .
Additionally, grasshoppers were captured with fire ; a group of people would circle
around beating the brush forcing the grasshoppers toward the center where a fire
awaited them (Heizer and Elsasser 1980:65).
Fire also served another purpose. Burning the grasslands was a common
practice among the Native Californians. Through burning, they increased the
productivity of the grasslands and, in turn, attracted more wildlife into the area
(Lewis 1973). They cleared brush for hunting and seed gathering. Since grass fires
are generally harmless, being cool and quick (Bakker 1984:73 , 169), burning also
helped maintain the grasslands and inhibited the growth of vegetation that could cause
great fires (Bakker 1984: 113). Burning usually occurred after the harvesting of
seeds in the fall as well as in the spring (Lewis 1973; Margolin 1978). On October
16, Father Juan Crespi wrote:
After travelling half a league we crossed the arroyo that I spoke of in
the preceding journey, because it was very near the beach, and the
range of hill which follows, which has good pasture, although it has
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just been burned by the heathen, who do not permit themselves to be
seen.
Soon after on October 18, after arriving at Santa Cruz, he writes: "Only in the
watercourses are any trees to be seen; elsewhere we saw nothing but grass, and that
was burned" (Bolton 1927: 214, 216).
The Ohlone and the Yokuts both relied upon a great variety of resources for
food and other essential materials. The grasslands were among one of these important
sources which provided these people with food directly in the form of seeds and
indirectly in the form of animals that were drawn to it for food. The animals that
lived within this type of environment also provided them with tools that were essential
to their procurement of food. Grass seeds constituted a substantial portion of the
Native Californian diet. Latta (1949) was amazed at the great knowledge his
informants possessed, having names for the various plants that occurred within their
areas, where and when they occurred, and what their uses were. With their deep
knowledge and connection to their environment, these people learned how to manage
and maintain its natural balance, thus allowing it to thrive for their own well-being.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SPANISH

Introduction
We are told that in the early days, no foot covering was necessary, for
the San Joaquin Valley floor was covered with grass as soft and
comfortable to the foot as a velvet carpet. We are told that all of the
plants of today which would in any way make barefoot travel
uncomfortable were brought by the white man (Latta 1949: 76, 78).
Many comparisons can be made between the many colonies that Spain had
conquered. The arrival of the Europeans signalled a great number of changes for the
environment and peoples living along the coast and , soon after , those living in the
interior. Not only did they bring a new religion, new products and materials never
before seen by the Native Californians , but they also brought with them disease and a
very different agricultural lifestyle in which the indigenour people were soon to take
part (see Czosek 1994 this series).

Missions
Beginning in 1769 in San Diego, a chain of missions along the Califonria coast
was created by the Franciscan fathers. Mission San Carlos Borromeo was established
at Monterey in 1770; Mission San Francisco de Asis and a presidio were established
at San Francisco in 1776; Mission Santa Clara de Asis and the pueblo of San Jose de
Guadalupe were established in 1777 (Phillips 1993: 32,33 ,41). The interior valley
was left virtually untouched with the exception of occasional visits by the Spanish.
As their descriptions of these areas strongly suggest, the Franciscan padres '
interests included establishing missions wherein they could carryon evangelization ,
agriculture, and cattle raising . As Father Crespi noted:
This day we covered ten leagues , all by the same valley , all level land ,
covered with grass and trees , with many good arroyos , and with
numerous villages of very gentle and peaceful heathen , many of them
fair complexion. It is a very suitable place for a good mission , having
good lands, much water, firewood and many heathen (Bolton 1927:
299).
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Not far from the sea, we came to a large river (San Lorenzo River) [at]
the place where we crossed it must have been about eighteen varas
wide and which in the center reached to the bellies of the animals. It is
one of the largest that we have met on the journey. In its bed there is
a thick growth of cotton woods and alders and it has good meadows for
raising crops for irrigation (Bolton 1927: 215).
The Spanish government encouraged occupation of the region due to their fear
of Russian and British expansion. Feeling threatened, Spanish representatives,
consisting of missionaries and soldiers, were sent in to colonize the area.
The Spanish settled in areas that were already populated by Native Americans
to provide them with converts as well as the labor force required to carry out the
activities required to maintain the missions. These were to be self-sufficient entities.
The Fathers industriously employ these Natives in cultivating the Land
for their own subsistence and in the spinning of wool which they weave
in looms in the form of small blankets for their own clothing in a large
room within the mission. We saw several of the machines for this
occupation. Others are reared up to farming and to mechanical arts; so
they are now enabled to carryon every thing necessary for the
subsistence and support of the settlement within themselves, or at least
with very little expense to the Mother Country (Menzies in Costello
1991: 17).
The way of life introduced by the Spanish contrasted greatly to the accustomed
life of the Native Americans. The Spanish essentially brought as much of their
culture into California as they could. Rather than using the resources California had
to offer them they brought with them all the materials necessary to carryon as they
would typically in the Old World. The intention was for the Native Californians,
after becoming Christianized and civilized, to be turned into "gente de razon" and
become part of the economic structure they hoped to build (Borah 1970: 7). "Gente
de razon" did not eat lice! They ate cows" (Margolin 1978:25).
Some of the new technologies taken into the area were tile/ brick making,
carpentry using iron tools, the construction of dams, raising fruits, vegetables, using
plows and draft animals, as well as stock raising and herding (Borah 1970: 10). Part
of this new lifestyle included many restrictions to their practice of old customs,
change in diet and constant work -.
In the 1770' s the Ohlone and, at the turn of the century, the Yokuts were
incorporated into the mission systems that grew throughout the Coast of Central
California. The rapid population decrease due to introduced disease and runaways

were some of the major problems the Spanish encountered (Heizer and Elsasser 1980:
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227). To alleviate this problem, they attempted to recruit and persuade runaways to
return to the missions, at times, forcefully (Borah 1970: 14). Large scale recruitment
of Yokuts from the Central Valley began in the early 1800's. This had a detrimental
effect on the culture of Native Americans as trade networks and subsistence patterns
were disrupted.
These changeshad a significant effect on the grasslands as well. The runaways
often brought with them the skills, technology and food learned from the Spanish to
their homelands. In this manner, they also helped the spread of these alien species.
Cattle and horseswere frequently stolen during raids conducted by the Native
Californians. This was not a very difficult task for them as they were taught to ride
horses by the missionaries to enable them to care for the herds of cattle and other
livestock. Cattle and even horses were eaten by the Native Americans. Some living
in the missions relished the taste of meat, most especially the fat. "on high festivals
an allowance of beef is distributed, which many eat raw, particularly the fat, which is
considered by them as equally delicious with the finest butter or the.most excellent of
cheese" (La Perouse 1786 in Costello 1991; 6). Some cattle raids may have been
motivated by the desire for this food.
Native Californian culture was gradually abandoned within mission walls as its
practice was severely restricted. One of these practices which concerns the grasslands
was that of burning. This practice may have continued, although to a lesser degree
outside the missions. It is possible that burning may actually have helped the spread
of the new introduced species as most of them were annuals that grew quickly and
were easily adapted to grazing and more resistant to certain weather conditions than
were the native perennial grasses .

.Agriculture and Livestock
The Europeans gradually changed the landscape of California through the
introduction of agriculture and domesticated animals such as cattle, sheep, and horses,
which were to provide them with food, raw materials, transportation and labor.
Grasslands were turned into grazing pastures for the newly arrived livestock. Land
was cleared of its natural vegetation and plowed to make way for new crops and
water was diverted from streams and rivers to supply their mission gardens (see
Reilly 1994 this series).
Like the Jesuits that settled the lower part of California, the Franciscans
brought with them a tremendous variety of fruits and vegetables: apple, peach,
apricot, plum, cherry, wheat, barley, maize, garbanzos, horse beans, frijoli beans,
flax, hemp, cotton, peas, tobacco, onions, peppers, and melons (Hendry and Kelly
1925: 362).
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Through the analysis of the plant content of the adobe bricks used to construct
many of the buildings during the Mission period, some of the introduced species of
plants have been determined. Sow thistle, curly dock, and redstemmed filaree are
among the hundreds of these introduced by the Spanish. Their origins have been
traced back to Mediterranean weeds (Hendry and Kelly 1925). Among the others that
the Spanish brought with them were wild oats, common foxtail, chess bromes, Italian
ryegrass and many more followed. (Crosby 1986: 152, 153).
Although the Spanish intended to bring many crops, there were some grasses
that made their way to California through the wool of sheep and the hair and manure
of goats, horses, cattle and other livestock (Bakker 1984; Crosby 1986). La Perouse,
on his visit to Monterey describes the setting:
... the house of the missionaries; their storehouses, which are built of
brick, and plaster; the appearance of the ground on which the grain is
trodden out; the cattle; the horse; everything, in short, brought to our
recollections a plantation at Santo Domingo or any other West-India
island (La Perouse 1786 in Costello 1991:3) .
These animals eventually made their way into the interior, grazing the land
and spreading more of the introduced species of plants. From the beginning of the
establishment of the missions , the numbers of livestock increased quite dramatically.
In 1792, during the visit of George Vancouver's surgeon , Archibald Menzies, to
Mission Santa Clara, he describes with amazement the capture of cattle from the great
number of herds found nearby:
... the party in the forenoon mounted their horses and took a hot ride in
the neighborhood accompanied by the Commandant and an escort of
soldiers, who at a little distance from the mission surrounded a large
herd of black cattle and began to catch them. This was done by riding
in amongst the herds and singling out the one they wished to take... In
this manner they caught about twenty and led them to the mission
where they were slaughtered and seventeen of them were divided
amongst the Indians to make it a day of festivity in compliment of the
English Officers [visit] to the mission. They generally killed about the
same number weekly for the subsistence of the settlement and this they
could easily afford from the numerous herds which were seen grazing
everywhere over the Country , but what was a matter of great surprise
was their rapid and enormous increase, for they were told that these
Northern Missions were first settled twenty years ago, and there were
but fifteen head of cattle to begin with, and now the Country
everywhere swarmed with them (Menzies in Costello: 1991: 23-24).
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In Mission Santa Clara, for example, which was described to be "level for
more than three leagues in all directions, pleasant as it seems with much land for
sowing and irrigation, and a good proportion for raising cattle, (Santa Clara Mission
Informes 1777-1838)" there were approximately one hundred head of major cattle,
twenty head of sheep, and about fifteen horses when it was first established in 1777.
By 1825, the numbers had grown to 14,500 head of cattle and 15,500 head of sheep,
and in 1828, the greatest number of horses recorded totalled 650 (Santa Clara Mission
Informes 1777-1838).
At the height of the mission period, it is estimated that there were about
400,000 head of cattle and 300 ,000 head of sheep; there were also large numbers of
horses and mules (Dasmaan 1965: 67). The plow and livestock: these were the
unintentional carriers of European grasses that invaded and conquered the native
grasses of California. Amidst the wilderness , Spanish settlements sprang up,
sedentarism set in, and the land was used year-round. The Spanish view of the
grasslands was merely that of fertile soil that could be transformed into food through
agriculture and livestock.
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CHAPTER 5

MEXICAN PERIOD

Introduction
The Mexican Revolution , which began in 1810 and ended in 1821, led to the
secularization of the missions. Originally, the Native Californians were to have some
claims over the lands and possessions of the missions. This did not materialize,
however, and most mission lands and livestock, as well as their administration, passed
into the hands of the new settlers from Mexico.

This marked the beginning of the Rancho Period. Wealthy Mexican settlers
easily gained access to these lands and quickly converted them into money-making
enterprises. Cattle ranching became one of the top industries during this time. Cattle
trade had originally begun in the 1820's with the missions, as a way to generate
income during hard times; similarly, the Mexicans turned to this trade for much badly
needed income for their sluggish economy. Hide and tallow trade was opened
between California and New England in the United States. "For two and a half
decades , this trade constituted the chief feature of the economic life of California"
(Hoover 1937 : xii) . Between 1835 and 1850, Yankee trade ships opened up and
extensive trade with the dons who owned the ranchos around the San Francisco Bay.
Every rancho had an embarcadero, and among them Santa Clara was one of the
foremost (Hoover 1937: 464).

Native Americans
In the 1830s , these ranchos spread into the Central Valley, again reducing the
resources available to the Native Californians. A repetition of what happened on the
coast when the missions were first established was now taking place in the Central
Valley: trade networks were further disrupted and essential food resources were
taken away from the Yokuts and others.
Native Californians had the choice of abandoning the missions, which were
deteriorating, finding work at the ranchos, or moving further inland or into the
mountains to attempt a return to their old lifestyles in new and sometimes hostile
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lands. Some had an extremely difficult time adjusting having been born in or lived at
the missions most of their lives. Some had become heavily dependent on the food
and lifestyle provided for them at the missions. Those who chose to work were
reduced to mere peons or serfs. Many of those who returned to the interior brought
with them the technology they learned through the missions, spreading Spanish
culture; some had even taken up small-scale farming (Phillips 1993: 93, 99).
Those that worked at the ranchos still retained some of the same jobs they
were required to perform at the missions, such as tending fields and livestock. The
women, as was common in the missions, carried out household tasks as servants,
caring for children, cleaning and cooking. Overall, the circumstances in which they
lived were quite unfavorable and their numbers again declined so drastically that it
spelled the doom or extinction of the lifeways of many more Native Californian
tribes. As more became assimilated into mainstream society and as their populations
decreased, so did the vital knowledge and information of their surroundings and
traditional practices.

Livestock
Although the number of livestock and horses increased during the Rancho Period, the
frequency of raiding by Native Californians increased as well. Former mission
residents, together with those from the interior valley and foothills, were estimated to
have stolen 25,000 to 75,000 horses and cattle from 1830 to 1845 (Cook 1941: 28).
James Carson wrote that the valley "probably contains a larger portion of wild horses
than any part of the world of the same extent. On the western side of San Joaquin
they are to be seen in bands from two hundred to two thousand" (Carson in Browning
1991: 85). By the 1840's, the number of horses was diminishing (Phillips 1993: 114115).
The resources of Native Americans were slowly being encroached upon as a
steady trickle of people, including many Anglo-American settlers, began moving in.
The Rancho Period eventually gave way to the Americans as California was
approaching statehood in the United States.
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CHAPTER 6

ANGLO-AMERICAN PERIOD

Gold Rush
The gold discoveries were made known to the departments at
Washington by Colonel Mason and were taken to the press. Its
thousand tongues proclaimed it to the world and a mania seized the
civilized of every land (Carson in Browning 1991: 13)
During the 1840's, a multitude of people poured into California from all parts
of the world; this was initially triggered by the Gold Rush . These people, of all
ethnic backgrounds, but primarily Anglo-Americans, came in search of wealth and a
better way of life. Gold mining itself brought -many changes to California's landscape
and way of life.
San Francisco , a city of four years growth (1852), now spreads her
high wings o'er many hills and laves her bosom far in the depths of the
landlocked bay: several times in that short period have we seen her fair
proportions laid in smoking ruins, and she now stands the proud
emporium of the western seas . Sacramento and Stockton, the great
inland towns for trade and commerce, came into existence almost in a
day, they too suffered from the scathing hand of flood and flame but
raised again e're the smoke of their destruction had died away (Carson
in Browning 1991:45).

A great demand for beef came with the tens of thousands of people that came
to California. The effects of large numbers of livestock resulted' in the degradation of
the land through soil erosion. As grasses were eaten 'away, open spaces were left for
other species of plants to flo urish. Trampling wac obviously a great problem.
Overgrazing took its toll on the land, followed by severe floods and then a two year
drought. This promoted the growth of the introduced plant species which were quick
to adapt to the changes that took place (Crosby 1986: 154). Beginning in the 1840' s,
land had transferred hands once again. This was perhaps the most radical and
extensive of changes since European contact. In 1848, after the discovery of Gold,
twenty five thousand sheep and later about half a million more , were herded from

New Mexico to the San Joaquin Valley (Rowley 1985: 17).
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Development
By the end of the 1850's, gold mining was in decline yet the people whom it
brought to California remained. Agriculture was coming into place, most especially
on the rich soils of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. The number of farmers
greatly increased. What had once been mostly grazing lands owned by the Mexicans
were transformed into farms, which, with time, developed even further along with
technology. Although rivers served as the early transportation systems, soon, new
rail networks were built on land.in 1869 the Central Pacific Railway was constructed
(Hoover 1937: xxiii) .
The Gold Rush paved the way for urbanization. In the ensuing years,
California undertook many more changes. Cities were built all along the coast and
along rivers. Since the gold rush, the number of people coming into California has
not subsided . It is hard to imagine what California may have looked like in the days
before the arrival of the Europeans. Everything that surrounds us today appears to
have existed for so many years, all so concrete and permanent. But all this has been
done at the cost of pushing nature aside or underneath all the development.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

The threat comes essentially from all who do not know what California
was, cannot see what it is, cannot dream of what it could be. The
enemies are those who have looked so long into the blast furnaces of
civilization that they can no longer appreciate a sunset - those to whom
growth is progress and progress is good, regardless of its direction those to whom money is the single standard against which ' all else must
be measured (Dasmaan 1965: 21).
Many changes have taken place in California over the past two centuries.
Much of the grasslands were either converted into farmlands and pastures for grazing,
while others have given way to urban development. With each successive group that
migrated to California came a different attitude towards the environment resulting in
varied transformation of the landscape (see Czosek 1994 this series).
The Native Californians were not passive when dealing with their natural
environment. They sculpted it as they saw fit, using fire and digging sticks, but they
differed quite radically in their view of nature with the cultures that followed them.
Harmony was the virtue which they cherished so deeply; they considered themselves
to be part of the endless cycle of nature. Their livelihood and survival depended
heavily upon the cyclical abundance of the environment in which they lived. To
ensure that abundance, it was necessary to maintain it. Their animistic religion
reinforced this harmonious relationship with nature'. The grasslands were seen as a
food and material resource essential to life, and they increased its productivity
through the use of fire. Because their food procurement was scheduled according to
the seasonal availability of many natural resources, they moved from location to
location. This allowed time for nature to recover and begin the cycle again. Thus,
California was a rich land in its natural state. As evidence of this, it has been
estimated that the 300,000 Native Californians who lived here before the arrival of
the Europeans formed one of the most densely settled regions of North America
(Heizer and Elsasser 1980).
The Europeans were blind to this treasure in that, although they saw California
as fertile ground, it was only used to grow and breed what was familiar to them,
failing to see the bounty that it gave to its indigenous residents. They brought with
them visions of conquest; their ethnocentric views led them to believe it was their
duty to civilize and Christianize the Native Californians and to tame nature (see
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California, they initiated the chain of events that would lead to the drastic
transformation and disappearance of the California grasslands -- a process that has
been termed ecological imperialism (Crosby 1986). Since the missions, presidios and
pueblos were to be self-sufficient, the Europeans began to cultivate the land, planting
new crops, tilling the land with the plow and diverting water to irrigate them (see
Reilly 1994 this series). Land was in service year-round as compared to the seasonal
use of the Native Californians. The purposeful introduction of cattle and sheep
enhanced the conditions which fostered the growth of the unintentionally introduced
new species of weedy plants.
The Mexicans continued the dispersal of the new species into the grasslands as
their livestock moved further into the interior and increased in numbers. Wealth
became the driving force. The Anglo-American settlers that came saw the
environment as an endless resource; nature was to serve humankind. Gold drew tens
of thousands of people into California and development soon followed. Urbanization
and technology encroached upon the untouched lands of California leading us to what
it has become -- a land driven by economic forces.
Today, while driving along Interstate 280 in the hills of the San Francisco
Peninsula, we see what appears to be untouched grasslands, mistakenly believing that
this is how California always looked. This is all a facade. California's original
grasslands have largely been replaced by a whole variety of new species spread or
planted by each successive group that touched the land. Most of what were once
grasslands are today farmlands, pastures and urban sprawl. We have succeeded in
taming nature, but to what avail? The changes that have been made to the grasslands
are most likely irreversible (Dasmaan 1965). We should keep in mind that all of
nature works together; we should look upon it as many different parts molded into
one. When one part is damaged, other aspects of nature are also disrupted. With the
disappearance of the grasslands, the animals and the Native Californian lifeways they
once supported, we have all suffered. We have disrupted the balance of nature. New
farmlands provide us with food, but for how much longer? Irrigation is slowly leading
to salinization and the death of the land. We must realize that if we do not manage
our lands correctly today, our way of life may be gone tomorrow.
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